REGULATION 1. Hauled Water

a. The following Section of the Arizona Administrative Code (“A.A.C.”) including all revisions, technical corrections, and supplements published as of March 31, 2004, is incorporated by reference:

   Title 18, Chapter 4 Section 125 (R18-4-125);

b. The A.C.C. regulation adopted by reference in subsection a. includes no further editions or amendments.

c. A copy of the above-described regulations adopted by reference herein is attached as part of Appendix 1 to this chapter.

d. Thoroughly cleaned and disinfected food products tankers may be used to haul water when approved. Tanks or reservoirs that were previously used for transportation of products other than those stated above are specifically prohibited.

e. Tanks and reservoirs shall be constructed of non-toxic corrosion-resistant material and the contents protected from pollution arising from leaks, drainage, dust or for any other reason. A.A.C. Title 18, Chapter 4, Section 119.B. has been incorporated by reference in Chapter V, Section 1, Regulation 1 and is attached as Appendix 1 to Chapter V.

f. Filler-lines or hoses shall be flushed to remove all forms of contamination before being used to fill tanks or reservoirs.

g. No part of the filler-line or hose shall be permitted to come in contact with water or any surface area within the tank.

h. The operator of trucks engaged in hauling or transporting public domestic water shall have available approved test kits for the determination of chlorine and other disinfectants levels and shall perform such tests.
REGULATION 2. Permit Required

a. No person shall engage in hauling or transporting water intended for public potable use without a valid permit to do so from the Department.

b. Each vehicle use pursuant to this regulation shall have the permit number clearly displayed on the side door panels and the rear face. Such number shall be legible at all times, and not less than 3 inches high.